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FRONT-OF-HOUSE SYSTEM
The Style Councillors require a high-quality FOH system, provided 
with a competent and sober English-speaking technician who 
has full knowledge of the system.

A fully functional, professional quality 48-channel console is r
equired, free of buzzes, hum, excessive noise, crackles, clicks and 
pops. The console must feature 4-band fully parametric EQ and con-
tinually variable HPF on every input channel.
Preferred consoles (order of pref.): Yamaha M7CLv3 / LS9-32, 
Soundcraft Vi6 / Vi4, Digidesign Venue D-Show / Profile / SC48

If the console is analogue, availability of the following outboard is 
requested: Gates: Eight (8) channels of Drawmer DS201 gate Comps: 
Twelve (12) channels of dbx 160 compressor FX: Two (2) Yamaha 
SPX990 FX Unit Two (2) TC Electronic D-Two Dedicated Delay Line 
(with tap feature) EQ:

Sound reinforcement must be of a suitable size and quantity to 
deliver clean, undistorted, full-range sound at a volume of 110dBA to 
the viewing area in the venue. The show is not required to be mixed 
this loud, but headroom is required for clean transients.

Please note that this show requires a fair amount of sub-bass energy.

MONITOR SYSTEM
The Style Councillors carry a full IEM system that serves the 
majority of the band but request an independent monitor system 
with technician to serve as backup to the IEM’s and to provide 
conventional monitoring to the members not using IEM. 
The technician must be available to the monitor engineer at all 
times during sound check and the show.

Please position the monitor control at a location with good sight 
lines to the whole band.
All audio input signals are to be split onstage with tails supplied by 
us for FOH feed.
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